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Getting to know you, getting to 

know all about you!



Maintaining loyalty

★ Your cause aligns with their values

★ You’re trustworthy

★ The core benefit you deliver is impactful and what they expected

★ Touchpoints and personal interactions are positive 

★ You are convenient. 



Aligning values
★ Something motivated your donor enough to join you. Keep early supporter journey communications 

relevant to that message.

★ Build on the story as you progress. Educate and engage but don’t overwhelm. Enough to understand what 

you do, how they’re helping to making a difference, and why it matters.

“I love tigers and want to help protect them”

“Great! But let us tell you about the impact climate 

change will have on people in low income countries and  

what we’re doing to combat this threat.”



Gradual introductions & exchange

Welcome pack is specific to 

sign-up proposition

Onboarding edms ‘drip feed’ 

information gradually 

opening up to wider areas of 

WWF work, over five weeks.

First three emails increase knowledge of species of 

interest, affirming why your support is needed and 

how you’ll be helping
Reciprocity Broadening out to other 

areas of WWF



Quick poll

Do you have different donor journeys dependent on different supporter 

motivations?

1. Low - No, all regular donors receive the same journey.

2. Mid - Some journeys or key moments are different. 

3. High - Yes, all journeys are highly influenced by supporter motivations. 



How do you know what a donor’s 

motivation is?

★ Creative message testing

★ Different products

Ask!
Sign-up 

message

★ Post conversion survey

★ Supporter Engagement Survey



Listening to donors

Post sign-up survey. Key 

answers prompt an alert to 

Supporter Relations team. 

Call is made to supporter to 

follow-up on the issue.



Listening to donors

Polarising

Broad consensus



Emergency donors - quick pivot!

Traditional koala adoption 

Cute and fluffy

Bushfire koala adoption 

Serious, shocking 

➢ Existing onboarding communications weren’t suitable for the emergency-inspired motivation.

➢ Concerns for retention - the speed from which supporters sped through the stages of awareness and 

consideration to conversion. 

➢ High likelihood donors knew little about WWF prior to emergency exposure.

➢ Emergency donor attrition is usually much higher, but we’ve seen great results.



Delivering impact



Trust & delivering on impact

Regular impact update 

communications

Transparency on use 

of funds

Inspiring stories and 

content



Setting expectations

A ‘Supporter Promise’ - a pledge for what a supporter can expect from you

★ Transparency and accountability about how donations will be used.

★ Share inspiring stories and updates to demonstrate impact.

★ Control - how to update preferences and a pledge to uphold them.

★ A friendly and fair response for everyone - details on how to submit a query or complaint.

★ Commitment to regulatory guidelines.

★ Respect for privacy.



When expectations are not met

★ Sometimes there can be misunderstandings about how support works or 

mistakes made.

★ Can include examples directly related to support (e.g. specific individual 

animal adoptions and restricted funds), a mistake made, or to do with WWF’s 

stance (where values misalign).

★ Our Supporter Relations team are trained to engage and educate on common 

issues.

★ Key to always to be open and honest. Sometimes you’re just not the right fit 

for each other, or quickly and apologise when you haven’t got something 

right.



Positive touchpoints

★ Welcome calls - happen around the first or second month of support.

★ Opportunity to welcome and show thanks, for the supporter to ask questions and learn more 

about WWF, and for us to learn more about them too.

★ Excellent early indications on retention.



Peaking broader interests
★ Introducing supporters to other ways they can 

get involved.

★ More interactions helps to increase overall 

engagement.



The recipe for trust

 Functional connection – consistency and reliability
• Easy experience

• Helpful customer service

• Any issues resolved

• You’re delivering on what you said you would

 Personal connection – positive emotions
• Recognition and thanks

• Offering involvement in other forms

• Engaging communications

• Asking for feedback




